
Fig. 1: Location of IODP Site U13859 (red star).
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The complexity of millennial-scale cooling events
in SW Europe during MIS 11
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Results and Discussion

Fig. 2: Site U1385 direct land-ocean comparison between the millennial-scale Mediterranean

forest decline events and oceanic surface changes in the context of eastern N Atlantic

changes11,12,13. Numbered blue bands mark the millennial-scale events of high (5, 6, 10) (dark

blue) and moderate (8, 9) (light blue) intensity, while numbered pink bands (1, 2, 3, 4, 7)

represent the forest decline events without counterpart in the SST record. Dashed line

designates the ice volume threshold of McManus et al. (1999)14.

Persistent millennial-scale cooling events are documented throughout 

MIS 11 and have a diverse expression (magnitude, character and duration)

The diversity of the cooling events in SW Europe relies on atmospheric and

oceanic configurations whose predominant role likely depends on baseline

climate states:

1) Lower ice volume conditions: forest decline events indicating cooler/drier

atmospheric conditions are not coupled to SST changes in the N Atlantic (pink bands)

→ Repeated atmospheric shifts recalling the positive North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) mode enhancing dryness in Iberia but impacting weakly local SSTs

→ Air-sea decoupling during MIS 11c/11b transition highlights the potential role of
the thermal contrast on the glacial inception by enhancing northward transport of

moisture, hence accelerating northern ice sheet growth

2) Large ice volume extent: coldest/driest and particularly long events are

synchronous with abrupt N Atlantic SST cooling associated with iceberg discharges,

likely originating from the European ice sheets (dark blue bands)

→ Positive feedback mechanisms on the Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC) related to freshwater from melting icebergs, changes in regional

precipitation and the differential impact of iceberg discharges on deep-water

circulation and regional climates depending on their origin
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To forecast the natural evolution of the present interglacial (Holocene), it is crucial to evaluate the climate

variability of past warm intervals that occurred under a wide array of baseline climatic states

(insolation/astronomical configuration, ice volume and greenhouse gases)e.g. 1.

Specifically, Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 11 (425-374 ka) represents a period of primary interest to

investigate natural abrupt climate variability. Despite its potential astronomical analogy with the Holocene2

remaining complexe.g. 3,4, this interglacial presents additional key features, including its higher than present-day

sea level related to the collapse of Greenland and West Antarctica ice sheets5 and its greenhouse gas-driven

climate warming4,6.

So far, only two pollen records have been published in the northern and southern parts of the Iberian margin

for MIS 117,8. However, the temporal resolution of these records precludes a reliable assessment of the

regional vegetation-based climate in response to the millennial-scale cooling throughout MIS 11. Here we

present a new high resolution direct land-sea comparison from the SW Iberian margin IODP Site U1385,

the “Shackleton Site” (Fig. 1). Based on pollen and biomarker analyses, we provide a detailed record of

atmospherically-driven SW European vegetation changes that we directly compare with sea surface

temperatures (SST) in eastern subtropical North Atlantic.
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